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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we introduce nano sg-closed maps and nano sg – open maps in nano topological spaces and then we 
introduce and study nano sg - homeomorphisms. We obtain certain characterizations of these maps. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The concepts of semi–generalized mappings and generalized- semi mappings were introduced by R.Devi et.al [7] in 
1993.Maki et.al [10] introduced g-homeomorphisms and gc-homeomorphisms in topological spaces. Devi [7] 
introduced and studied sg- closed functions and gs-closed functions. A study on semi-generalized homeomorphism was 
done by Devi et. al [6]. The concept of nano topology was introduced by Lellis Thivagar [7] and he analysed nano 
closed maps, nano open maps and nano homeomorphisms. In this paper, nano generalized–semi closed functions, nano 
semi-generalized open functions are introduced and nano semi-generalized homeomorphisms are analysed.  
 
2. PREMILINARIES  
  
Definition 2.1: [11] A function ),(),(: στ YXf → is called semi-open if the image of every open set in ),( τX  is 
semi-open in ),( σY . 
 
Definition 2.2: [13] A function ),(),(: στ YXf → is called g-open if the image of every open set in ),( τX  is     
g-open in ),( σY . 
 
Definition 2.3: [5] A function ),(),(: στ YXf → is called pre-semi open if the image of every semi–open set in  

),( τX  is semi-open in ),( σY . 
 
Definition 2.4: [12] A function ),(),(: στ YXf → is called sg-closed if the image of every closed set in ),( τX  is  
sg–closed  in ),( σY . 
 
Definition: 2.5: [13] A function ),(),(: στ YXf → is semi-generalized  continuous  (sg-continuous)  if 1−f (V)  is  
sg-closed  set  in  X  for  every  closed set  V  of  Y . 
 
Definition 2.6: [10] A bijective function ),(),(: στ YXf → is called a generalized homeomorphism if f is both   
g-continuous and g-open.   
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Definition 2.7: [6] A bijective function ),(),(: στ YXf →  is called a semi-generalized homeomorphism if f is 
both sg-continuous and sg-open. 
 
Definition 2.8: [8] Let U be a non-empty finite set of objects called the universe and R be an equivalence relation on U 
named as indiscernibility relation. Then U is divided into disjoint equivalence classes. Elements belonging to the same 
equivalence class are said to be indiscernible with one another. The pair (U, R) is said to be the approximation space. 
Let X ⊆ U. Then, 
(i)  The lower approximation of X with respect to R is the set of all objects which can be for certain classified as X with 
respect to R and is denoted by LR(X).  LR(X) = U{R(x): R(x) ⊆ X, xєU} where R(x) denotes the equivalence class 
determined by xєU. 

 
(ii) The upper approximation of X with respect to R is the set of all objects which can be possibly classified as X with  
respect to R and  is denoted by UR(X).  UR(X) = U{R(x): R(x) ∩ X ≠ Ф, xєU}. 
 
(iii) The boundary region of X with respect to R is the set of all objects which can be classified neither as X nor as not–
X with respect to R and it is denoted by BR(X). BR(X) = UR(X) - LR(X). 
 
Property 2.9 [8]: If (U, R) is an approximation space and X, Y⊆U, then  

1. LR(X) ⊆X ⊆ UR(X)    
2. LR(Ф) = UR(Ф) = Ф  
3. LR(U) = UR(U) =  U  
4. UR(X⋃Y) = UR(X) ⋃ UR(Y) 
5. UR(X∩Y) ⊆ UR(X) ∩ UR(Y) 
6. LR(X⋃Y) ⊇  LR(X) ⋃ LR(Y)   
7. LR(X∩Y) = LR(X) ∩ LR(Y) 
8. LR(X) ⊆ LR(Y) and UR(X) ⊆ UR(Y) whenever X ⊆Y 
9. 9. UR(Xc) = [LR(X)]c   and LR(Xc) = [UR(X)]c  
10. UR[UR(X)] = LR [UR(X)] = UR(X) 
11. LR[LR(X)] = UR [LR(X)] = LR(X). 

 
Definition 2.10 [8]: Let  U   be   the  universe,  R   be   an   equivalence   relation  on  U  and  the  nano  topology         
τ R(X) = {U, Ф, LR(X) , UR(X),  BR(X)} where  X ⊆ U. Then by property 2.5, τ R(X) satisfies the following axioms: 

(i) U and Ф є τ R(X) . 
(ii) The union of the elements of any sub-collection of τ R(X) is in τ R(X). 
(iii) The intersection of the elements of any finite subcollection of τ R(X) is in τ R(X). 

 
Then τ R(X) is a topology on U called the Nano topology on U with respect to X. (U, τ R(X)) is called the Nano 
topological space. Elements of the Nano topology  are  known as nano open sets in U. Elements of  [τ R(X)]c  are  called  
nano closed  sets  with  [τ R(X)]c  being  called  Dual Nano topology of  τ R(X). If  τ R(X)  is  the Nano  topology on U  
with  respect  to  X, then  the  set B = {U, LR(X), BR(X)} is  the  basis for τ R(X). 
 
Definition 2.11 [8]: If  ))(,( XU Rτ  is a Nano topological space with respect to X where X ⊆ U and if A⊆ U, then 

(i) The nano interior of the set A is defined as the union of all nano open subsets contained in A and is denoted by 
NInt(A).  NInt(A)  is the largest nano open subset of A. 

(ii) The nano closure of the set A is defined as the intersection of all nano closed sets containing A and is denoted 
by NCl(A). NCl(A) is the smallest nano closed set containing A. 

 
Remark 2.12 [8]: Throughout this paper, U and V are non-empty, finite universes; X ⊆ U and Y ⊆ V; U/ R  and V/ R′  
denote the families of equivalence classes by equivalence relations R and R′  respectively on U and V. ))(,( XU Rτ    

and ))(,( YV R′τ are the Nano topological spaces with respect to X and Y respectively. 
 
Definition 2.13 [1]: If  ))(,( XU Rτ  is a Nano   topological space with respect to X where X ⊆U and if A ⊆ U, then 
(i) The nano semi-closure of A is defined as the intersection of all nano semi-closed sets containing A and is denoted 
by NsCl(A). NsCl(A) is the smallest  nano semi-closed set containing A and NsCl(A) ⊆A.  
 
(ii) The nano semi-interior of A is defined as the union of all nano semi-open subsets of A and is denoted by NsInt(A). 
NsInt(A) is the largest  nano semi open subset of A and NsInt(A) ⊆A.  

                        
Definition 2.14 [1]: A subset A of ))(,( XU Rτ is called nano semi-generalized closed set (Nsg-closed) if   

NSCl(A)⊆  V  and  A ⊆V  and V is nano semi-open in ))(,( XU Rτ . 
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Definition 2.15 [1]: If ))(,( XU Rτ is a nano topological space with respect to X where X ⊆ U and if A ⊆ U, then 

(i) The  nano  semi- generalized closure of A is defined as the intersection of all nano semi-generalized closed  
sets  containing  A  and  is  denoted  by  NsgCl(A).  

(ii) The  nano  semi-generalized  interior of A is defined as the union of all nano semi-generalized open subsets of  
A and is denoted  by NsgInt(A).  

 
Definition 2.16 [9]: Let  ))(,( XU Rτ and ))(,( YV R′τ  be two nano topological spaces. Then a mapping                   

f : ))(,( XU Rτ → ))(,( YV R′τ  is nano continuous on U if the inverse image of every nano open set in V is nano 
open in U. 
 
Definition 2.17[9]: A function ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ  is called nano open if the image of every nano open 

set in ))(,( XU Rτ  is nano open in ))(,( YV R′τ . 

 
Definition 2.18 [9]: A function ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ is called nano closed if the image of every nano  

closed set in ))(,( XU Rτ  is nano closed in ))(,( YV R′τ . 
 
Definition 2.19 [4]: A function ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ is called nano g–closed if the image of every nano  

g–closed set in ))(,( XU Rτ  is nano g–closed in ))(,( YV R′τ . 
 
Definition 2.20 [4]: A mapping f  : ))(,( XU Rτ  → ))(,( YV R′τ  is nano semi – generalized continuous on U if  the  
inverse image of  every nano open set in V is nano sg–open in U. 
 
Definition 2.21 [9]: A bijection ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ is called nano homeomorphism if f is both nano 
continuous and nano open. 
 
Definition 2.22 [4]: A bijection ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ is called nano g–homeomorphism if f is both nano 
g–continuous and nano g–open. 
 
3. NANO SG-CLOSED MAPS 
 
In this section, nano semi-generalized closed functions and nano semi-generalized open functions in nano topological 
spaces are introduced. We discuss certain characterizations of these functions. 
 
Definition 3.1: Let ))(,( XU Rτ  and ))(,( YV R′τ  be the two nano topological spaces. Then a function 

))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ  is said to be nano semi–generalized closed function (briefly Nsg –closed  function)   

if  the  image  of  every  nano closed  set  in ))(,( XU Rτ  is Nsg –closed  in ))(,( YV R′τ . 
 
Example 3.2: Let { }dcbaU ,,,=  be   the   universe with  { } { } { }{ }dbcaRU ,,,=     and   let  { } UbaX ⊆= , . 

Then  the  nano  open  sets  are  { } { } { }{ }dbdbaaUXR ,,,,,,,)( φτ =   and  the  nano  closed  sets   are  

{ } { } { }{ }dbdbaaUXC
R ,,,,,,,)( φτ = . { } { } { } { }{ }dbadbcaaU ,,,,,,,,,φ  are the nano  semi–open sets. Nsg –

open sets are { } { } { } { } { } { } { } { } { } { } { }{ }dcbdcadbacbadbdacabadbaU ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,φ . Nsg –closed 

sets are { } { } { } { } { } { } { } { }{ { } { } { }}cbadcbdcadbcadccbdcbaU ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,φ . Let { }wzyxV ,,,=  be the 

anotheruniverse with { } { } { }{ }zywxRV ,,,=′  and let { } VzxY ⊆= , . Then the nano open sets are 

{ } { } { }{ }zyzyxxVYR ,,,,,,,)( φτ =′  and the nano closed sets are { } { } { }{ }wzywxwVYC
R ,,,,,,,)( φτ =′   

{ } { } { } { } { } { } { } { } { } { } { }{ }wzxwzywyxzyxzywxzxyxzyxV ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,φ  are the Nsg –open sets. 

Nsg –closed sets are  { } { } { } { } { } { } { } { } { } { } { }{ }wzxwyxwzywzwxzywywzyxV ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,φ . Define 

the function ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ  as zdfwcfxbfyaf ==== )(,)(,)(,)( .Now  

{ } { } { } { } { } { }wycafwcfzwxdcbffVUf ,),(,)(,,,),,(,)(,)( ===== φφ   are   the  images  of  nano  

closed  sets  of  U   which  are  Nsg –closed  in  V . Thus the function ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ is a Nsg –
closed   function. 
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Theorem 3.3: A function ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ  is Nsg –closed function if and only if   

))(())( ANClfANsgClf ⊆   for   every   subset  A   of   ))(,( XU Rτ  . 
 
Proof: Let ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ  be a Nsg –closed function and UA ⊆ .  Then )(ANCl  is nano 

closed in ))(,( XU Rτ and hence ))(( ANClf is Nsg –closed function   in  ))(,( YV R′τ .  Since   )(ANClA ⊆ , it 
implies that ))(()( ANClfAf ⊆ .  As ))((( ANClfNsgCl  is the Nsg –closed set containing )(Af , it  follows  
that ⊆))(( AfNsgCl  ))(()))((( ANClfANClfNsgCl = . 
 
Conversely,  let A   be  any  nano closed  set in  ))(,( XU Rτ . Then   )(ANClA =  and so 

))(())(()( AfNsgClANClfAf ⊇=  by   the given hypothesis. Also, it follows that ( ) ( ( ))f A NsgCl f A⊆ .  

Hence ))(()( AfNsgClAf = . i.e., )(Af  is Nsg –closed and hence ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ  is a  Nsg –
closed function. 
 
Theorem 3.4: A function ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ is Nsg –closed if and only if for each subset S of  

))(,( YV R′τ and for each nano open set A of ))(,( XU Rτ containing )(1 Sf − , there is a Nsg –open set B of  

))(,( YV R′τ  such  that BS ⊆  and ABf ⊆− )(1 . 
 
Proof: Let S  be the subset of ))(,( YV R′τ  and A  be a nano open set of ))(,( XU Rτ  such that ASf ⊂− )(1 . Now  

)( AUfV −−  , say B ,  is  a Nsg –open set  containing S  in V such  that ABf ⊆− )(1 . 
 
Conversely, let F be a nano closed set of ))(,( XU Rτ , then FUFfVf −⊂−− ))((1 and FU −    is  nano  

open. Now, there is a Nsg –open set B of ))(,( YV R′τ  such that BFfV ⊂− )(  and FUBf −⊂− )(1 . Hence   

)(1 BfUF −−⊂  and thus BVBfUfFfBV −⊂−⊂⊂− − ))(()( 1  which implies BVFf −=)( . Since  

BV −  is Nsg –closed, )(Ff is a Nsg –closed set in ))(,( YV R′τ  for every nano closed set F  in  ))(,( XU Rτ . 

Hence ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ   is a  Nsg –closed   function. 
 

The following example shows that the composition of two Nsg –closed functions need not be Nsg –closed. 
 
Example 3.5: Let ))(,( XU Rτ , ))(,( YV R′τ and ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ  be as in  Example 3.2. Let   

{ }srqpW ,,,=  with { } { } { }{ }srqpRW ,,,=′′ . Let { } WrpZ ⊆= , . The nano open sets are ( )R Zτ ′′ =   

{ } { } { }{ }, , , , , , ,W p p r s r sϕ and nano closed sets are  { } { } { }{ }qpqsrqWZC
R ,,,,,,,)( φτ =′′  . The Nsg –closed 

sets are { } { } { } { } { } { } { } { } { } { } { }{ }srqsqpqrpsqsrqrqpsqrpW ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,φ . Define a map 

))(,())(,(: ZWYVg RR ′′′ → ττ  as swgqzgpygrxg ==== )(,)(,)(,)( . Then  both f and g are  Nsg –

closed maps but their composition ))(,())(,(: ZWXUfg RR ′′→ ττ is not a Nsg –closed map since for  the 

nano closed set { }ca,  in ))(,( XU Rτ , { } { } { } { }spwygcafgcafg ,),()],([),)(( ===  which  is  not a  

Nsg –closed  set   in  ))(,( ZW R ′′τ  . Thus the composition of two Nsg –closed maps need not be Nsg –closed. 
 
Theorem 3.6: Let ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ and ))(,())(,(: ZWYVg RR ′′′ → ττ be two mappings such that 

their composition ))(,())(,(: ZWXUfg RR ′′→ ττ is a Nsg –closed mapping. Then the following statements are 
true. 

(i) If f  is nano continuous and surjective, then g  is Nsg –closed. 
(ii) If g  is Nsg –irresolute and injective, then f is Nsg –closed. 
(iii) If g  is strongly Nsg –continuous and injective, then f  is nano closed. 
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Proof: 
(i) Let A  be a nano closed set in ))(,( YV R′τ . Since ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ is nano continuous, it follows 

that )(1 Af −  is nano closed in ))(,( XU Rτ . Since ))(,())(,(: ZWXUfg RR ′′′ → ττ  is Nsg –closed, 

)]()[( 1 Affg −
  is Nsg –closed in ))(,( ZW R ′′τ . i.e., )(Ag  is Nsg –closed in ))(,( ZW R ′′τ   as   the   function 

))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ   is   surjective.  Hence the image of a nano closed set in ))(,( YV R′τ  is Nsg –

closed in ))(,( ZW R ′′τ .Thus ))(,())(,(: ZWYVg RR ′′′ → ττ   is  Nsg –closed. 
 
(ii) Let B  be a nano closed set in ))(,( XU Rτ . Since the function ))(,())(,(: ZWXUfg RR ′′′ → ττ  is 

Nsg –closed,   then ))(( Bfg   is Nsg –closed in ))(,( ZW R ′′τ . Since  g  is Nsg –irresolute, )])([(1 Bfgg 

−  is 

Nsg –closed in ))(,( YV R′τ i.e., the set )(Bf   is  Nsg – closed in ))(,( YV R′τ since  the function 

))(,())(,(: ZWYVg RR ′′′ → ττ is injective. Thus the image of a nano closed set in ))(,( XU Rτ  is Nsg –closed   

in  ))(,( YV R′τ . Thus ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ is Nsg –closed. 
 
(iii) Let  D  be a nano closed set in ))(,( XU Rτ .  Since the function ))(,())(,(: ZWXUfg RR ′′′ → ττ  is   Nsg –

closed in ))(,( ZW R ′′τ ,  ))(( Dfg   is Nsg –closed in ))(,( ZW R ′′τ . Since the function : ( , ( ))Rg V Yτ ′  

( , ( ))RW Zτ ′′→  is strongly Nsg –continuous, )])([(1 Dfgg 

−  is nano closed in ))(,( YV R′τ . i.e.,  since the 

functions ))(,())(,(: ZWYVg RR ′′′ → ττ is injective, )(Df  is  nano closed in ))(,( YV R′τ for  every nano closed  

set D   in  ))(,( XU Rτ .  Thus ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ  is nano closed. 
 
Definition 3.7: A function ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ  is said to be Nsg –open function if the image )(Af  is  

Nsg –open in ))(,( YV R′τ  for  each  nano open set A in  ))(,( XU Rτ . 
 
Definition 3.8: A function ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ  is Nsg –open function if   and only   if   

))(())(( AfNsgIntANIntf ⊆  for each subset A   of  ))(,( XU Rτ . 
 
Proof:  Suppose that  ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ   be a Nsg –open function. Let  UA ⊆ . Then )(ANInt  is 

nano open in ))(,( XU Rτ . Since ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ is Nsg –open, ))(( ANIntf  is Nsg –open in  

))(,( YV R′τ .  Also, as  AANInt ⊆)( , it  follows  that )())(( AfANIntf ⊆ . Thus ))(( ANIntf  is Nsg –open 
contained in )(Af . Hence ))(())(( AfNsgIntANIntf ⊆ . 
 
Conversely, let ))(())(( AfNsgIntANIntf ⊆   for every subset A  of ))(,( XU Rτ . Let  F   be  a nano open set  

in ))(,( XU Rτ  , then FFNInt =)( . Now )())(())(()( FfFfNsgIntFNIntfFf =⊆⊆ . Hence 

))(()( FfNsgIntFf = . Thus  )(Ff  is Nsg –open in ))(,( YV R′τ  for every nano open set F  in ))(,( XU Rτ . 

Hence ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ  is a Nsg –open function. 
 
4. NANO SG-HOMEOMORPHISMS 
 
In this section, a new form of homeomorphisms namely, Nsg –homeomorphism is introduced and some of the 
properties are studied.  
 
Definition 4.1 A function  ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ   is said to be a Nsg –homeomorphism if 

(i) f  is  one to one  and  onto 
(ii) f   is  a  Nsg –continuous 
(iii) f   is  a Nsg –open 

 
Theorem 4.2: Let ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ be an one to one onto mapping. Then f  is Nsg –homeomorphism 
if and only if f  is Nsg –closed and Nsg –continuous. 
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Proof: Let ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ  be a Nsg –homeomorphism. Then f  is Nsg –continuous.  Let A   be   

an arbitrary nano closed set in ))(,( XU Rτ . Then  AU −   is nano open. Since f  is Nsg –open, )( AUf −   is 

Nsg –open in ))(,( YV R′τ   . That is, )(AfV −   is Nsg –open in ))(,( YV R′τ . Hence   )(Af  is  Nsg –closed   

in ))(,( YV R′τ  for   every nano closed set A in ))(,( XU Rτ . Hence  ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ  is Nsg –closed. 

Conversely, let f be Nsg –closed and Nsg –continuous function. Let  G  be a nano open set in ))(,( XU Rτ .  Then 

GU − is nano closed in ))(,( XU Rτ . Since f is Nsg –closed, )( GUf −  is Nsg –closed   in ))(,( YV R′τ . That 

is, )()( GfVGUf −=−  is Nsg –closed   in ))(,( YV R′τ . Hence )(Gf  is Nsg –open in  ))(,( YV R′τ  for 

every nano open set G  in ))(,( XU Rτ . Thus f is Nsg –open and hence ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ  is  
Nsg –homeomorphism. 
 
Theorem 4.3: A one to one map f of ))(,( XU Rτ onto ))(,( YV R′τ is a Nsg –homeomorphism if and only if  

))(()(( AfNClANsgClf =  for  every  subset A  of ))(,( XU Rτ  . 
 
Proof: If ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ is Nsg –homeomorphism, then f  is Nsg –continuous and Nsg –closed. 
If UA ⊆ , it follows that ))(()(( AfNClANsgClf ⊆   since f is Nsg –continuous. Since )(ANsgCl is nano  

closed  in ))(,( XU Rτ and f is Nsg –closed map, )(( ANsgClf  is Nsg –closed in ))(,( YV R′τ . Also 
)))((()))((( AfNsgClfANsgClfNsgCl = . Since )(ANsgClA⊆ , ))(()( ANsgClfAf ⊆ and hence 

=⊆ )))((())(( ANsgClfNClAfNCl ))(( ANsgClf . Thus ))(())(( ANsgClfAfNCl ⊆ . Therefore, 
))(()(( AfNClANsgClf =   if  f   is Nsg –homeomorphism. 

Conversely, if ))(()(( AfNClANsgClf =  for every subset A  of ))(,( XU Rτ ,  then f  is Nsg –continuous.  If   

A  is nano closed in ))(,( XU Rτ , then A  is Nsg –closed in ))(,( XU Rτ  .  Then  AANsgCl =)(  which implies 
)())(( AfANsgClf =  . Hence, by the given hypothesis, it follows that )())(( AfAfNCl = .  Thus )(Af   is  

nano closed  in V and hence Nsg –closed in V for every nano closed set A  in U . That is, f  is Nsg –closed. Thus 

))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ   is Nsg –homeomorphism. 
 
Example 4.4:  Let { }dcbaU ,,,=  with { } { } { }{ }dbcaRU ,,,=  and let { } UbaX ⊆= , . The nano open sets are 

{ } { } { }{ }dbdbaaUXR ,,,,,,,)( φτ = . Let { }wzyxV ,,,= with { } { } { }{ }zywxRV ,,,=′  and let { } VzxY ⊆= , . 

The nano open sets are { } { } { }{ }zyzyxxVYR ,,,,,,,)( φτ =′ . Define a function ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ  
as zdfwcfxbfyaf ==== )(,)(,)(,)(  Then  f  is bijective, Nsg –continuous and Nsg –open and so the 

function ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ  is Nsg –homeomorphism.   
 
Theorem 4.5: If a function ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ is nano homeomorphism, then it is Nsg –
homeomorphism but not conversely. 
 
Proof: As the function ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ  is  nano  homeomorphism, by  definition, f   is  bijective,  

nano  continuous  and  nano  open.  And hence ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ  is Nsg –continuous. Since 

))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ  is  nano open, the  image  of  every  nano  open  set  in ))(,( XU Rτ  is  nano  open  

in  ))(,( YV R′τ  and  hence Nsg –open  in  ))(,( YV R′τ  every  nano  open  set  is   Nsg –open. Thus the function 

))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ is Nsg –open. Therefore, every nano homeomorphism ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ   
is  Nsg –homeomorphism.    
 
The converse  of  the  Theorem  4.5  need  not  be  true   as  seen  from   the  following  example. 
 
Example 4.6: In Example 4.4, the map f is a Nsg –homeomorphism. Now UVf =− )(1 , φφ =− )(1f , { }bxf =− )(1 , 

{ } { }dazyf ,),(1 =− , { } { }dbazyxf ,,),,(1 =− . Hence the  inverse  images  of  nano  open  sets  in ))(,( YV R′τ  are  

not  nano open in ))(,( XU Rτ  and hence f  is not nano continuous. Thus the map ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ  
is not nano homeomorphism. 
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Theorem 4.7: Let ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ be a Nsg –continuous function. Then the following statement are 
equivalent. 

(i) f  is a Nsg –open  function 
(ii) f is a Nsg –homeomorphism 
(iii) f is a Nsg –closed   function. 

 
Proof:   
(i)⇒(ii): By the given hypothesis, the  function ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ  is  bijective, Nsg –continuous and  

Nsg –open. Hence the   function ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ  is Nsg –homeomorphism. 
 
(ii)⇒(iii): By the given hypothesis, the function ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ  is Nsg –homeomorphism and 

hence Nsg –open. Let A  be the nano closed set in ))(,( XU Rτ . Then CA  is nano open in ))(,( XU Rτ   
 
By assumption, )( CAf  is Nsg –open in ))(,( YV R′τ .i.e., CC AfAf ))(()( =  is  Nsg –open  in ))(,( YV R′τ  and  

hence )(Af  is  Nsg –closed   in ))(,( YV R′τ   for  every  nano  closed  set A   in ))(,( XU Rτ . Hence the function 
))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ   is  Nsg –closed  function. 

 
(iii)⇒(i): Let F be a nano open set in ))(,( XU Rτ . Then CF  is nano closed set in ))(,( XU Rτ . By the given  

hypothesis, )( CFf  is Nsg –closed  in ))(,( YV R′τ . Now, CC FfFf ))(()( =  is Nsg –closed, i.e., )(Ff  is  

Nsg –open in ))(,( YV R′τ for every  nano  open  set F   in ))(,( XU Rτ . Hence ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ  
is Nsg -open function. 
 
The  composition  of  two Nsg -homeomorphisms  need  not  always  be  a Nsg -homeomorphism  as  seen  from  the  
following  example.    
 
Example 4.8: Let ))(,( XU Rτ , ))(,( YV R′τ and ))(,( ZW R ′′τ be three nano topological spaces and let   

{ }dcbaWVU ,,,=== , then the nano open sets are { } { } { }{ }dbdbaaUXR ,,,,,,,)( φτ = , 

{ } { } { }{ }cacbabVYR ,,,,,,,)( φτ =′  and { } { } { }{ }bacbacWZR ,,,,,,,)( φτ =′′ . Define two functions 
))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ and ))(,())(,(: ZWYVg RR ′′′ → ττ as ddfacfbbfcaf ==== )(,)(,)(,)(  

and ddgccgbbgaag ==== )(,)(,)(,)( . Here the functions f and g are Nsg –continuous and bijective.  

Also  the image  of  every nano open set in ))(,( XU Rτ is Nsg –open in ))(,( YV R′τ . i.e., { } { }cbadbaf ,,),,( = , 

{ } { }cadbf ,),( = , { } { }baf =)( . Thus the function ))(,())(,(: YVXUf RR ′→ ττ  is Nsg –open and thus 

Nsg –homeomorphism. The map ))(,())(,(: ZWYVg RR ′′′ → ττ is also Nsg –continuous, bijective and Nsg –

open. Hence  g  is also Nsg –homeomorphism. But their composition ))(,())(,(: ZWXUfg RR ′′′ → ττ  is not 

a Nsg –homeomorphism because for the nano open set { }baF ,=  in ))(,( ZW R ′′τ , =− )()( 1 Ffg   

{ } =−− )),(( 11 bagf { } { }dabaf ,),(1 =−  is not Nsg –open  in  ))(,( XU Rτ . Hence the composition  

))(,())(,(: ZWXUfg RR ′′′ → ττ  is not Nsg –continuous and thus not a Nsg -homeomorphism. Thus the 
composition of two Nsg –homeomorphisms need not be a Nsg -homeomorphism. 
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